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Volume 2, Issue 3                               website: www.notlbowls.ca June 2019

- Go Green-on-the-Green - 
Hi everybody, welcome to the third edition of 

your “In the Ditch” Cub newsletter for 2019, and 

it is a big one! 

Remember, the more you put into the “ditch” the 

more you can retrieve! It is only through the help 

and support of members like YOU         that this 

newsletter continues to grow. 

Editor 

 

From the President’s Desk 
Elly Warren – President 2019 

We’ve been getting quite a bit of bowling in 

because the weather has been cool but dry, most 

of the times. 

I’m not sure why this is happening but we are 

having trouble to keep enough people to play the 

second game. Does this mean that we have to 

change to one ten end game in the afternoons like 

we had to do for the evening games? It is 

something to talk about.  

We bowl two eight end games on all three 

afternoons, one ten end game on the Sunday 

before the holiday Monday. This is how it has 

been for many years, but….. 

Of course the times are changing for July and 

August CHECK YOUR CALENDAR. 

 

The times on the calendar are the STARTING 

times. We request you are at the club 15 minutes 

before that time so that we can do the draw. 

I want to inform all of you that I will be stepping 

down from the position of President at the AGM 

in October. For the past two years I have done the 

duties of the President as well as those of the 

Vice President, for which no Active member ever 

stepped forward. 

As my term comes to an end these responsibilities 

will be passed on to others and at that time I will 

don the cloak of “Past President”. In this capacity 

I will function in a consultation and advisory role 

to the Board of Directors until the next President 

takes over as Past President. At that time I will 

once again become a regular Active bowling 

member of our Club. 

Elly 

Summer Schedule 

Here is a reminder of the Jitney schedule for the 

hot summer months of July and August. 

Day 

Time 

of 

Day 

Be 

There 

By 

Approx. 

Start 

Time 

Approx. 

End 

Mon. Eve. 6:00 6:15 8:00 

Wed. A.M. 9:30 9:45 1:00 

Sat. P.M. 1:15 1:30 5:00 
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Jitneys on Monday evenings will typically be one 

10 end draw. Jitneys on Wednesday morning will 

typically be two 8 end draws. Saturdays will be 

the regular afternoon two 8 end draws with tea 

served between the draws. 

Remember, the first thing to do when you arrive, 

before the final arrival time, is to place your name 

tag on the Draw Table if you intend to bowl. This 

greatly assists the Draw Master with the 

preparation the first draw so bowling can begin 

on-time and with minimal confusion. 

Again, to assist the Draw Master, please enter 

your name on the “One Game List” if you intend 

to only bowl one game. If you come in from the 

first draw and just pull you name off of the Draw 

Board this makes it very difficult for the Draw 

Master to complete the draw and is extremely 

inconsiderate of your fellow members. 

All bowling is contingent upon weather and 

safety conditions and is subject to cancellation on 

extremely short notice. 

Committee Reports 

 

Tales of the Tournaments 

Tournament Secretary, Vacant 

 

The June in-house tournament  

Heather P., Coordinator 

 

2nd Draw in Progress 

Thirty members turned out for the 2
nd

 annual late 

spring/early summer in-house tournament 

sponsored by Simpson’s Pharmacy with a 

donation of 8 - $25 gift certificates. Snacks 

between games were prepared by Sweet & Swirls 

Café. 

The 30 members were divided into 10 teams by 

the tournament draw master as follows; 

Skip Vice Lead 

Rory Mac Wes T Suzette G 

Doug F Jim S Judi A 

Don O Suzanne V Teresa G 

Ray P Ron G Donna W 

Elly W Marguerite L Tom S 

Heather P Carol W Ray G 

Doug W Pat R Wig B 

Gwynne G Nancy F Jean B 

Paul Mc Judy G Diane S 

Cathy Mac Jenny L Lynne G 

Three, six end games were played over a hot and 

muggy Saturday afternoon with temperatures 

running in the mid to high 20’s, feeling like the 

low 30’s. The green surface temperature was 

running in the mid 70’s. A 20 minute break was 

allowed between games so the bowlers to cool off 

and the draw masters to develop the next draw. 

Results 

1st Place and Past President’s Trophy 

Winners 

Don O'Brien, Suzanne Vaillant, Teresa Gouett 

2nd Place 

Elly Warren, Marguerite Luczay, Tom Schulz 

3rd Place 

Gwynne Giles,. Nancy Findlay, Jean Baldauf 

Last Game High 

Rory MacCon, Wes Turner, Suzette Giles 

Height Challenged Team (Winners of Miracle 

Grow) 

Cathy MacCon, Jenny Lee, Lynne Gourlay 
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Big Feet Team – (Winner of Sox?) 

Doug Findlay, Jim Stewart, Judi Allen 

In lieu of the end of the month Bar-B-Que a pizza 

and wings dinner followed the tournament. 

A special thank you goes out to Mary Mc for all 

her hard work in the kitchen and suppling cold 

water beside the green for all the bowlers. And an 

additional thanks to Derek S. for helping with the 

draws. 

Next tournament 

Do not forget your second and final late 

summer/early fall in-house tournament which is 

scheduled for Saturday, September 28
th

. Make 

sure to get your name entered early for this fun 

event which also coincides with the September 

Bar-B-Que. 

This is a place holder for Tournament Secretary’s 

monthly report. Oh, I forgot, the Tournament 

Secretary position is still vacant. Do we even 

need one? I think that the answer is yes. Well, 

perhaps next year? It is still a vacancy on the 

Board of Directors. 

Membership and Publicity 

David Klooz, Chair 

 

Get Well Soon 

For those of you who are ailing or are not in the 

best of health, we hope that you are on the mend 

and that you get well soon. 

Here are a few more relevant medical terms to 

help you feel better and/or understand what your 

medical personal are talking about: 

Hemorrhoid: A male from outer space 

Impotent: Distinguished, well-known 

Medical Staff: A doctor’s cane 

Morbid: A higher offer than I bid 

Nitrates: Cheaper than day rates  

Membership Factoid, Factoid, Factoid… 

Well, well, well, as of the end of June your Club 

has a total of 83 members. Of these 83 members, 

73 are Active, or playing, members which 

represent 88.0% of the total membership.  

Of the 73 Active members, 17 or 23.3% are New 

to your Club. The new Active Members are as 

follows:  

 Wig and Jean Baldauf 

 Lois Flatley 

 Anne Nash 

 Don O’Brien 

 Norman and Fedora Parachuk 

 Cheryl Phillips 

 Ron Phillips 

 Judy Polano 

 Donald Porterfield 

 Xu-Mary Ruihua 

 Tom and Diane Schulz 

 Tony and Pat Vanderheyden 

 Boris Wells 

I sincerely hope that the spelling of all the names is correct, 

please let me know if there are any changes. 

Please join your Club’s Executive in welcoming 

all your New Members as they come out to play 

and enjoy the various functions at your Club. This 

represents a significant increase over the 2018 

season. 

And remember; Give Them A Break, they all 

have to learn the Sport of Bowls and develop 

their skills just as each and every one of us had to 

at some time in the past. 

This many playing members could pose a 

significant problem for the Draw Masters. In the 

unlikely event that everyone showed up to play; 

the green can only accommodate 64 bowlers (8 

rinks with two teams of “fours”) at any given 

time. Ninet members would therefore have to “sit 

out” and harass those bowling, pick me, pick 

me… 

In addition to the active members there are 

currently 3 Lifetime members which represents 

3.6% of the total membership; Ivan E., Flora M. 

and Chris B. Lifetime members are recognized 

for their long and significant contribution to your 

Club and to the Sport of Bowls. None of our 

current Lifetime Members still play however we 

welcome them to your Club anytime. 
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Your Club also has 7 “Social” or non-bowling 

members. 

 Brad Dalgliesh 

 Larry Horne 

 Lindsay Cooper 

 Barb Jones 

 Ruth LeGrow 

 Derek Shervill 

 Pauline Shervill 

These represent 8.4% of the total membership of 

your Club. The Life Time and Social members 

brings the total membership of your Club up to 83 

individuals. 

Well done Niagara-on-the-Lake Lawn Bowling 

Club! 

Statistical Staff 

Members Feed-back! 

Members like you 

Well, how do you do? A crisis is looming upon 

our Club! 

Over the next three and a half months, from now 

to October 5, 2019, the date of the Annual 

General Meeting, our club is facing an 

extremely serious dilemma. 

Over the next three and a half months we must 

find, from within our Active membership ranks; a 

President and a Vice-President, a Secretary and a 

Treasurer. 

In addition to these positions, we must also 

locate; a Tournament Secretary, a Chair, 

Membership and Publicity Committee, a Chair, 

Greens and Grounds Committee, and a Chair, 

Finance Committee. The way it stands, all we 

will have at the AGM is a Past President and the 

Chair, Supplies and Social Committee. 

These 9 positions make up our Club’s Board of 

Directors; the first 4 positions being the 

Executive members of the Board who hold the 

financial responsibility for our Club. 

Even though we no longer host open 

tournaments, we still require a Tournament 

Secretary (the position is in the Club’s 

Constitution) to manage and coordinate the in-

house tournaments and fill this important position 

on the Board of Directors. And, although I do not 

know, does anybody, the job of the Chair, 

Finance Committee which is also in the 

Constitution. The position should still be either 

filled or, if redundant, eliminated from the Club’s 

constitution. 

So, what happens if we do not locate individuals 

to fill these positions by October 5
th 

and beyond? 

Will the club, after almost a century and a half, be 

defunct? Will it cease to exist? Will we have 

failed the thousands of individuals who, over the 

last 142 years, have made the club what is today? 

When the Ontario Lawn Bowling Associations 

sends our Club the assessment for the 2020 

season no one in a position to pay that bill. How 

will the club be able to pay? Will our Club be 

removed from the list of Member Club of the 

O.L.B.A.? 

Without anyone with signing authority, how will 

we pay the Town’s assessment? Will we be asked 

to leave the Community Centre? We are only 

tenants after all. 

What will happen to all the valuable assets that 

our Club has amassed over the last 142 years, 

photos, trophies, bowls, umbrellas, tables, chairs, 

etc.? 

Some may think that this is trivial and that this is 

somewhat over dramatic and this may never 

happen. The possibility exists and this is an 

extremely serious situation. The response and 

complacency, over the past couple of years would 

certainly seem to indicate that this possibility 

exists. 

Without an Executive and a Board of Directors, 

our Club could very well cease to function and 

cease to exist. If this is the case, there will be no 

lawn bowling in Niagara-on-the-Lake. 

You may think that a very bleak picture is being 

painted. By this time next year Lawn Bowling in 

Niagara-on-the-Lake could be very bleak indeed 

or, even non-existent. 

If you feel that you can help prevent this disaster, 

please contact one of your current members of the 

Board of Directors. 

Editor 
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Birthday Greetings 

On behalf of the President, the executive and the 

entire Club membership I would like to extend 

Birthday Greetings to all members who 

celebrated a birthday in January, February, March 

and April 2019.  

 

Governor General’s Curling Club 

A representative of The Governor General’s 

Curling Club contacted us recently through the 

club’s web site. They are a group of about 150 

Canadians, from coast-to-coast, who have been 

honoured with membership because of their 

contribution to the sport of curling as either 

Players or Builders. Every year members of the 

Club attend an annual “Safari” and this year their 

Safari will be held in Niagara Falls during the 

week of September 8th to 12th. 

Golf is a popular activity during these Safaris but 

several years ago they started to offer Lawn 

Bowling for the non-golfers and it has been very 

popular. Some of the members are very avid, 

accomplished championship bowlers. We have 

been asked if they could visit our “historic club” 

and bowl with us. There would be about 20 of 

their members attending. 

We have responded that they would be most 

welcome to visit. Possible dates are the afternoon 

of either Monday, September 9 or Wednesday, 

September 11. Alternatively the Green and the 

Mori Room are available on the afternoon of 

Tuesday, September 10 and the Mori Room has 

been reserved for our use. All of this is still in the 

planning stages and you will hear more about this 

as we approach September. 

Paul Mc., Past President 

 “Iron Person of the Green” 

Your Club’s Membership and Publicity 

Committee is proud to announce this month’s  

Iron Person of the Green: 

Congratulations to Ray, “Iron person of the 

Green” for the Month of June. Throughout the 

month Ray played in 14 games, 5 of which were 

pairs and 9 were triples. Ray delivered a total of 

382 bowls in June. 

A true Iron Person of the Green! 

Grounds and Greens Keeper 

Derek Shervill, Chair 

Thank you to Buzz and Judy A. for finding the 

time and making the effort to apply a fresh coat 

of paint to the plant pots. 

Your committee thanks all the members who take 

the time to water the plants and flowers when 

they look too dry, which does not happen too 

often these days. 

I guess there is no other report from the Grounds 

and Greens Keeper Committee so I made 

something up for them. 

The “new” rink markers are still there although 

some do need additional Velcro on the sides to 

keep them straighter. A larger radius on the bend 

would have worked better as well, perhaps next 

time with Rink Markers 2.0. Some of the lane 

numbers are falling off so they need some 

attention. Perhaps it is the very wet spring and 

early summer or there are two moons in the sky 

some nights and they just fall off, who knows. 

The carpet is still green although the edges of the 

green are still dirty with grass clippings, twigs, 

bark and bits of orange “weed trimmer” string 

(thank the maintenance crews) and, the Green is 

reasonably flat although, some bowls seem to 

have a mind of their own and deviate from their 

intended path in certain places on the green, much 

to the dismay and frustration of the bowler. 
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Did you know that “World Bowls Performance 

Standards for Flat Green Bowls Surfaces” states: 

“6.3 Surface Evenness 

Undulations found on the surface shall be no 

greater than 3mm, when measured using a 3m 

straight-edge in accordance with Test Method 

WBB-03. Undulations of up to 6mm are 

permissible providing they do not affect the 

trajectory of a bowl, particularly as it rolls slowly. 

Undulations greater than 6mm should not occur 

anywhere on the Green. 

6.4 Design Levels 

The green shall be level. The finished level of the 

green shall not deviate from the design level 

when measured in accordance with recognised 

civil engineering practice, using an optical or 

laser level, by more than ±5mm. The difference in 

height between adjacent spot levels shall not be 

greater than 3mm.” 

Right guys, good luck with that one in the 

Canadian outdoor climate of freeze/thaw, even in 

this balmy part of the country. Out in the cold 

western reaches of the country this reporter has 

observed the ground to move 3 or 4 inches over 

the winter/summer, freeze/thaw process. I should 

imagine that a “fake” green out west would 

appear similar to the surface of the moon and that 

a bowler would have to bowl around the hills and 

through the valleys! 

Green surface temperatures 

Here are your Green surface temperature statistics 

for the month of June, centigrade; 

Readings 

Taken 

Max 

Temp 

Min 

Temp 

Avg. 

Temp 

9 72.6 25.7 52.1 

Editor 

Supplies and Social 

Suzanne Vaillant, Chair 

As one would expect, everything is running 

smoothly within the Supplies and Social 

Committee. Thank you committee chair and 

members for all you hard work. 

Monthly BBQs 

The June Bar-B-Que was a Pizza and Wings 

affair, as scheduled on June 29. It followed the 

conclusion of this year’s first in-house 

tournament. 

Don’t forget, there is always a need for volunteers 

for all the teas, bar-b-ques and tournaments for 

2019 so start planning you schedules early. 

Supplies and Social Committee 

Go “Green-on-the-Green” 
The Garbage Lady, Chair 

Reducing your use of plastics is the best way to 

help the environment. Single use plastics such as 

water bottles, straws, bags, and plastic cutlery 

will be banned in NOTL facilities such as the 

Community Centre in 2019 and throughout 

Canada by 2021. Sadly, statistics show that less 

than 10% of these materials are being recycled, 

with the remainder being burned or buried. In the 

meantime it is still important to recycle whatever 

you can. 

This month we shall look at what goes into your 

Blue Bin. 

 Metal food and beverage containers 

 Aluminum plates and trays 

 Milk and juice cartons 

 Glass bottles and jars 

 Styrofoam plates and cups 

 Plastic bottles 

 Aluminum foil 

 Plastic cups, plates and containers (check 

for the recycling symbol) 

All of the above must be free of food residue. For 

example, Styrofoam plates and food containers 

that have food residue on them must be either 

thrown into the garbage or washed before being 

placed in the Blue Bin. Plastic cutlery cannot be 

recycled and must go into the garbage! Other 

items that cannot be placed in the Blue Bin 

include items from fast food chains such as coffee 

cups, plastic drink cups, lids, and straws.  

Although they are made of plastic, lawn bowls 

cannot go into the Blue Bin; they should be 

donated to a club!! 
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Go “Green-on-the-Green question of the month, 

a real toughie! 

How many times does the word “green” or a 

derivation of the word “green” appear in the 

“Laws of the Sport of Bowls” Crystal Mark Third 

Edition, Version 3.1? 

Check next month’s newsletter for the answer to 

this spell binding question.  

Here is the answer to May’s Go “Green-on-the-

Green” question: “How many members use 

Green bowls on the green?” 

As of the end of May, there are three Active 

members of your Club using green bowls, Paul 

M., Doug F. and Jim S. 

Congratulations to these members for showing us 

the way to go Green-on-the-Green and 

remember: 

Reduce-Recycle-Reuse 

Capital Improvement 

Paul M, Chair 

The Capital Improvement Committee report! 

The replacement of the carpet is still in the 

Town’s budget for 2021 or sometime. 

I am quite sure that the Capital Improvement 

Committee would be open to reasonable 

suggestions, i.e. better sun shades (perhaps like 

the shelters on the patio area), better storage in 

the shed (tables and chairs), a rework of the 

“memorial” boards, etc. Perhaps they would 

appreciate the members input. 

Leagues and Activities 

 

An Overly Enthusiastic Lawn Bowling Fan 

Ladies’ Frontier League 

 

League Coordinator 

The Results from June 6th 

Well, Rose C., Angela L. and Jenny L. did their 

best but unfortunately didn’t t win anything 

today. Neither did any of the 4 teams from NOTL 

....except the team of Heather P. which was 

made up of herself and 2 spares from Glenridge 

to even out the number of teams! They came 4th! 

The Results from June 13th 

 

Yikes, it was a Rain Out! 

The Results from June 20th  

 

Yikes, another Rain Out, two in a row! 

The teams will be getting “rusty”, lol. 

The Results from June 27th  

Today the League bowled in Port Dalhousie. It 

was pretty warm so we played 2-10 end games 

instead of 2-12 ends. 

There were 16 teams including 4 entrees from 

your Niagara-on-the-Lake Club. 

 

Heather P., Jenny L. and Cheryl P. came in 3rd 

over all with two wins. 

 

Elly W., Pat R. and Donna J. had a win and a 

loss. 
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Mary W., Pat G. and Carol W. lost both their 

games. 

 

Marguerite L., Lynne G. and Suzanne V. also 

lost both their games. 

Well, at least it was not another rainout; the teams 

might have been getting “rusty”! 

Niagara Senior Men’s League 

 

Dave T. 

So far in 2019 the Niagara Senior Men’s League 

has played 7 times with 2 games per session. 

Team B from NOTL have a record of 6 wins and 

8 losses.  Our league rules eliminate ties; if a 

match is tied after 12 ends a deciding end is 

played. 

Friday League Open Pairs 

League Coordinator 

The Friday League Open Pairs is well into its 

2019 season with 5 or the 11 sessions in the 

books. 

So far it is a tight race for the top position and a 

fierce battle being fought in the middle to climb 

to the top spot. It is still anyone league to win. 

Some team named Bye/Bye has yet to win a 

game, don’t know what happened to them! 

4-3-2-1 

Jack Hazell 

We’ve had a great start to the 2019 4-3-2-1 

season. Over the nine weeks we’ve played so far, 

there has been an average of 14 players. This 

ranged from a low of four (on the first day, when 

it was cold and damp) to a high of 23. With the 

23, we had to use several adjacent greens, which 

always leads to a few interesting ends when two 

jacks end up close to the same boundary line. 

It has been very encouraging to see many new 

members come out. We’ve had thirteen so far and 

most of these come back time after time.  

If you want to improve your draw come out on 

Tuesdays at 6:15 PM. New players automatically 

start with a high handicap, all are welcome. 

Club Statistics 

 

The Stats Staff 

Well, here we go again as our statistics staff; 

Stats-O-La, Stats Meister, Stats Guy and Stats-O-

Rama, with the kind assistance of others, will be 

attempting to capture, record and report on some 

of this year’s club’s statistics. 

June Play Statistics 

 Jitneys Draws 

Scheduled 13 26 

Played 10 18 

 

Average Bowlers per Draw 

Monday Wednesday Saturday 

Draw 

#1 

Draw 

#2 

Draw 

#1 

Draw 

#2 

Draw 

#1 

Draw 

#2 

18 13 17 7 23 17 

Total games played in this month – 83 

Total games played year to date – 97+83=180 

Throughout the month of June, out of the entire 

active membership, 16 members did not play in 

any games. A further 6 members only played in 1 

game, 4 played in 2 games, 10 played in 3 games 

and 9 members only played in 4 games. 
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 “Keep to the Code” 
Editorial Staff 

The continuing saga of the: 

ONTARIO LAWN BOWLS ASSOCIATION 

(“OLBA”) 

CODE OF CONDUCT AND ETHICS 

 

As follows and quoted directly from their 

documentation: 

Responsibilities 

7. Individuals have a responsibility to:  

a) Maintain and enhance the dignity and self-

esteem of the OLBA members and other 

individuals by:  

i. Demonstrating respect to individuals regardless 

of body type, physical characteristics, athletic 

ability, age, ancestry, colour, race, citizenship, 

ethnic origin, place of origin, creed, disability, 

family status, marital status, gender identity, 

gender expression, sex, and sexual orientation  

ii. Focusing comments or criticism appropriately 

and avoiding public criticism of athletes, coaches, 

officials, organizers, volunteers, employees, or 

members  

iii. Consistently demonstrating the spirit of 

sportsmanship, sport leadership, and ethical 

conduct  

iv. Acting, when appropriate, to correct or 

prevent practices that are unjustly discriminatory  

v. Consistently treating individuals fairly and 

reasonably  

vi. Ensuring adherence to the rules of the sport 

and the spirit of those rules  

b) Refrain from any behaviour that constitutes 

harassment, where harassment is defined as 

comment or conduct directed towards an 

individual or group, which is offensive, abusive, 

racist, sexist, degrading, or malicious. Types of 

behaviour that constitute harassment include, but 

are not limited to:  

i. Written or verbal abuse, threats, or outbursts  

ii. The display of visual material which is 

offensive or which a reasonable person ought to 

know is offensive in the circumstances  

iii. Unwelcome remarks, jokes, comments, 

innuendo, or taunts  

iv. Leering or other suggestive or obscene 

gestures  

v. Condescending or patronizing behaviour which 

is intended to undermine self-esteem, diminish 

performance or adversely affect working 

conditions  

vi. Practical jokes which cause awkwardness or 

embarrassment, endanger a person’s safety, or 

negatively affect performance  

vii. Any form of hazing  

viii. Retaliation or threats of retaliation against an 

individual who reports harassment  

ix. Bullying  

x. Offensive or intimidating phone calls or emails  

xi. Displaying or circulating offensive pictures, 

photographs or materials in printed or electronic 

form  

xii. Psychological abuse  

xiii. Discrimination  

xiv. Words or actions which are known or should 

reasonably be known to be offensive, 

embarrassing, humiliating, demeaning or 

intimidating  

xv. Behaviours such as those described above that 

are not directed towards a specific individual or 

group but have the same effect of creating a 

negative or hostile environment  

c) Refrain from any behaviour that constitutes 

violence, where violence is defined as the 

exercise of physical force, that causes or could 

cause physical injury; an attempt to exercise 

physical force that could cause physical injury; or 

a statement or behaviour that it is reasonable to 

interpret as a threat to exercise physical force. 

Types of behaviour that are applicable to this 

section include, but are not limited to:  

i. Verbal threats to attack  

ii. Sending to or leaving threatening notes or 

emails  

iii. Making threatening physical gestures  
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iv. Wielding a weapon  

v. Hitting, pinching or unwanted touching which 

is not accidental  

vi. Throwing an object  

vii. Blocking normal movement or physical 

interference, with or without the use of equipment  

viii. Any attempt to engage in the type of conduct 

outlined above  

d) Refrain from any behaviour that constitutes 

sexual harassment, where sexual harassment is 

defined as unwelcome sexual comments and 

sexual advances, requests for sexual favours, or 

conduct of a sexual nature. Types of behaviour 

that constitute sexual harassment include, but are 

not limited to:  

i. Sexist jokes  

ii. Sexual violence  

iii. Display of sexually offensive material  

iv. Sexually degrading words used to describe a 

person  

v. Inquiries or comments about a person’s sex life  

vi. Unwelcome sexual flirtations, advances, or 

propositions  

vii. Inappropriate sexual touching, advances, 

suggestions or requests  

viii. Unwanted physical contact including, but not 

limited to, touching, petting, pinching, or kissing  

ix. Unwelcome sexual flirtations, advances, 

requests, or invitations  

x. Physical or sexual assault  

e) Abstain from the non-medical use of drugs or 

the use of performance-enhancing drugs or 

methods. More specifically, the OLBA adopts 

and adheres to the Canadian Anti-Doping 

Program. Any infraction under this Program shall 

be considered an infraction of this Code and may 

be subject to further disciplinary action, and 

possible sanction, pursuant to the OLBA’s 

Discipline and Complaints Policy. the OLBA will 

respect any penalty enacted pursuant to a breach 

of the Canadian Anti-Doping Program, whether 

imposed by the OLBA or any other sport OLBA  

f) Refrain from associating with any person for 

the purpose of coaching, training, competition, 

instruction, administration, management, athletic 

development, or supervision of the sport, who has 

incurred an anti-doping rule violation and is 

serving a sanction involving a period of 

ineligibility imposed pursuant to the Canadian 

Anti-Doping Program and/or the World Anti-

Doping Code and recognized by the Canadian 

Centre for Ethics in Sport (CCES)  

g) Refrain from the use of power or authority in 

an attempt to coerce another person to engage in 

inappropriate activities  

h) Refrain from consuming alcohol, tobacco 

products, or recreational drugs while participating 

in the OLBA programs, activities, competitions, 

or events  

i) In the case of adults, avoid consuming alcohol 

in situations where minors are present and take 

reasonable steps to manage the responsible 

consumption of alcohol in adult-oriented social 

situations associated with the OLBA’s events  

j) Respect the property of others and not wilfully 

cause damage  

k) Promote the sport in the most constructive and 

positive manner possible  

l) Adhere to all federal, provincial, municipal and 

host country laws  

m) Comply, at all times, with the OLBA’s 

bylaws, policies, procedures, and rules and 

regulations, as adopted and amended from time to 

time  

Phew, that was a long one! Yippee, it must be 

over! 

Not a chance, stay tuned for next month’s 

continuation of the very important, entertaining, 

exciting and informative; 

“OLBA Code of Conduct and Ethics” 

 “Green” Speak 
In the Ditch Staff 

Footwear 

Like every other activity, there are Laws (rules) 

for the Sport of Bowls. These Laws are developed 
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by World Bowls and adapted, where possible, by 

the Member Nations, Bowls Canada Boulingrin 

in our case, as necessary. 

Acceptable footwear is generally considered to be 

any comfortable “flat soled” footwear such that it 

will not damage the surface of the green. High 

heel, any heel greater than ¼”, shoes are not 

permitted on the green! 

The Laws of the Sport of Bowls, Crystal Mark 

Third Edition, Version 3.1, states, in the 

Appendix of the document, the following with 

respect to footwear: 

A.2 Footwear 
A.2.1 Players, umpires and markers must wear 

flat-soled (‘heel-less’) footwear when they 

play on the green or act as umpires or 

markers. 

A.2.2 WB and Member National Authorities can 

approve specific colours for footwear and 

the types of sole. 

Other Interesting? Stuff 

 

Lawn Bowling Trivia 

From around the Lawn Bowling World 

Brooms, brushes or vacuum cleaners are not used 

in lawn bowling. They can be used for cleaning 

you house. However they are generally not part of 

the lawn bowling equipment. 

Greenside Humour 

From around the world 

This was sent to me by someone who must be 

overly concerned for seniors in this modern 

communication age; 

Texting for Seniors: 

BFF – Best Friend Fell 

BTW – Bring The Wheelchair 

TTYL – Talk To You Louder 

BYOT – Bring Your Own Teeth 

LMDO – Laughing My Dentures Out 

FWIW – Forgot Where I Was 

IMHAO – Is My Hearing Aid On 

OMMR – On My Massage Recliner 

ROFLACGU – Rolling On the Floor Laughing 

And Can’t Get Up 

IGD – I’m Getting Desperate 
Anonymous 

Moments in History 

 

Some excerpts from the NOTL Lawn Bowling 

Club’s historical archives and minute book and 

historical lawn bowling photos, from all over the 

place. 

Wes Turner, Club Historian 

 

Lawn Bowling Green-Tayport Fife, Scotland 

30 July 1895 (hmmm…the year my grandfather left 

England to came to Canada as a 13 year old boy) “A 

meeting to more efficiently organize the Niagara 

Lawn Bowling Club was held at the Queens 

Royal Hotel this afternoon.” Eleven members 

were present and they elected a president, vice-

president, secretary-treasurer, club representative 

and a committee of management. They set the 

annual fee at $1. (The total number of members in the 

club is unknown.) 

Health and Safety 

Self-Appointed Safety Guy 

We are into the warmer summer months and, if 

last year was any indication and the trend 

continues, it is going to be a hot season, and not 

just the bowling. 

Remember, stay hydrated at all times by drinking 

plenty of water (beer is not a good hydrator) on a 

regular basis. Sit in the shade whenever possible 

and, if you feel faint, if you are able please let 

someone know before you collapse. 
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However, if you should faint or collapse, rest 

assured, your Club will call the paramedics and 

inform your emergency contact person. 

Your Club takes your health and safety very 

seriously! 

In Closing 

Well, that is “it” for the June 2019 edition of In 

the Ditch. Hope you like the new look and same 

old format. If there is something that you would 

like to see in your newsletter please let one of the 

“In the Ditch” staff know. We can be contacted at 

cwjones99@gmail.com. 

Editor 

Well, “If you can't be kind, at least have the 

decency to be vague.” 

Unknown 

Here’s to a safe and happy 2019 

Lawn Bowling season everyone! 

Go “Green-on-the-Green” 

 

Reduce-Recycle-Reuse 

 

 


